
 Hey, leveret! where will his parents be? 
 

              The butterflies have told me that they are in difficulty… 

 
                                                 Who will take care of this child? 

 
In that village special storks were living… 
 
 

        …in fact they were carrying children  
 
                whose parents “had not been  found “ 



 

 Luckily there are   
the uncles clock  (foster care families),  

Families happy to   welcome  these  
children for a short or long period … 

But not always the storks  found them...  

 
Here I am uncle, I have arrived! 

I am sorry, I have not found the uncles  clock : 
I will take you to the elves. 



 

 Do you remember…  
your father and your mother? 

The Wizard has arrived! 
 

Hew will take Anna, Luca and Gianni 
 

To their parents. The new ones! 



 When the Wizard will arrive  away from here he will take  you… 
 A family he  has found for you who welcomes your past... 

A lot of love they will give  you because a great heart they have… 



 

Even Paola (the most grown up)  had hoped to  

board that boat, but it  had ever happened. 

 

I wish I went also  with the 

Wizard. 

  

Hey, Wizard! 
 

 Look at that child… he dreams of  his parents. 



A ray of sunshine  woke her up,  
 nearby there was a book... 

 Looks what  a beautiful book... 
...Uhm... Perhaps even for me  

                                        there is someone… 

Why does  he never pick me up? 
I want to leave… 

…I will not stay here any longer. 

THE WIZARD OF THE CHILDREN 



 

She was surprised  by a noise of steps... 
a man and a woman were smiling  to her… 

 The Wizard, happy,  turned back to see the  three   walking 
 and he seemed  that Paola had grown up a bit more.. 
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